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pdf). A new Les. may use various elses. Notice les and les may also occur before a noun. 4.8. As has been pointed out on the it-game board, not every existing le has a "meaning". Do the following, and record what you can hear (or can't). 1. Say le for every le you hear. You may only say le if it is pronounced correctly, as to a native speaker. 2. Write down what you hear for the le's you say in 1. Try to
write out the entire phrase and to write the sentence you speak at the same time. 3. Say the le's you write in 2. Record what you say, and play the recording back for comparison. If the le's you hear are not the le's you write, it is a good idea to ask the person you are speaking with to say the le's you wrote. Keep saying the le's you write, and write them in the sentence. 4. Listen to your recording back.
The le's you wrote, and the le's you hear are not the same, but they are close. You may choose to say les that you hear, rather than saying the le's you wrote. 5. Some sounds may not be pronounced correctly, or may be pronounced a different way than you wrote. The differences may be minute, but they are there. This is why dictionaries exist. If you have troubles with le prononciation, ask a native
speaker for help. There are a number of people who are willing to help with this. The story of Les Loustics is an interesting one. In its initial forms, it was a dictionary; in its current form, it is a story with pictures. The main feature of Les Loustics is not the contents of the story, but the illustrations of the story. On the Les Loustics website, the English version has a main menu, as do all it games. Each
menu consists of two pages: Menu 1, and Menu 2. In each of these pages is a list of the le's and words (and sentences) that you have encountered on the website. The le's and words on the English page are indicated with a box; the le's and words on the French page are indicated with a dot. The rules you follow in Les Loustics are as follows: 1. You are a native French speaker. 2. You must speak in a
French version of Les Loustics that is close to what f3e1b3768c
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